
“Everything happens for a reason” 

 

Life is a big and long equation; everything is related to the other directly or 

indirectly. Not everyone can see that it is related to how much people have 

knowledge and experience in life. Many people tried to understand this 

concept but they fail cause they don’t have enough knowledge and 

experience, when somebody hear this “everything happens for a reason” he 

should immediately figure out that comes from facing life difficulties and 

hard working. 

This quote “everything happens for a reason” is a well known by people 

because they hear it many times trough history, whether they hear it from 

stars, leaders, writers or just an ordinary guy who start everything from 

scratch like the well known figure of Apple Inc, the late Steve jobs who is an 

American businessman, designer and inventor. He is best known as co-

founder, chairman, and chief executive officer of Apple Inc, when people 

see these titles they think it comes from a person who lived a normal and 

comfortable life but unfortunately they are wrong, people can easily forget 

that there is one rule about life”the best things in life, will never come easy” 

only the hard work and self trust can offer that, as Steve Jobs ones said 

“almost everything – all external expectations, all pride, all fear of 

embarrassment or failure - these things just fall away in the face of death, 

leaving only what is truly important. Remembering that you are going to die 

is the best way I know to avoid the trap of thinking you have something to 

lose. You are already naked. There is no reason not to follow your heart” 

this is the concepts which lead Steve jobs and other successful people to 

achieve their goals, it is obviously that the life of Steve Job was not easy, 

since his birth Steve Jobs started facing difficulties, he born to un married 

parents who abandon him after birth, the feeling of being abandon is a heavy 

load for a seven years old child, yes this the age when Steve jobs’ new 

parents told him that he is an adopted child, but even if this thing made him 

cruel and harmful to some people and unpredictable, later in his social life It 

made him independent, and people who worked with him think that the pain 

he suffered from  made him more creative and Seeking perfection because  



 

He was thinking that his work is an extension of him. This was just part of 

Steve jobs life challenges and many successful people around the globe who 

made their life with steel and fire. In short, life is a difficult challenge and 

the hardest thing in it is achieving dreams or goals so, in the first place 

people should follow their hearts because they will never succeed doing 

something they don’t like and after that work really hard in order to make 

their dreams come true. 
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